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Realities in Kaamulan 2014
By: Chiqui Aljas

Kaamulan is an important celebration of the
community that is held annually. Traditionally,
during Kaamulan the datu speaks of the kalikat or
ancestry of the Pulangiyen, wherein people learn
of their own lineage in relation to each other. The
relatives then group together to share the
experiences of each lineage. Kaamulan also serves
as a venue to discuss their concerns and hopes for
the community.

Bendum News
NAPOCOR extends assistance
to Bendum
By: Arnel P. Santander

Our deepest gratitude to National Power
Corporation (NAPOCOR) was expressed formally
last
December 18, 2014 during the APC family
gathering. The NAPOCOR had been extending their
maintenance services, technical support and
sharing their resources for the rehabilitation of
15KvA micro-hydro generator in Bendum.
Through the facilitation of Power Sector and
Liabilities Management Corporation (PSALM), we
have received assistance from NAPOCOR. The
NAPOCOR team was headed by Albert O. Antonio,
OIC-Plant Manager for Pulangi IV Hyroelectric
Plant in Camp I, Maramag, Bukidnon.
The support we received from the team were
immeasurable. They left their area in Maramag at
5:00 in the morning and travelled for 5 hours.
When working, they have to go back and forth
down the hill where the powerhouse is located.
They sometimes get caught in the rain while in the
field. But all these did not stop them from serving
the community.

Tribal Council and community members gathered in Adagi
Balay.

(continuation on p. 4)

My Volunteer Experience
By: Damian Glania

My first impression of Bendum: it is a beautiful
and quiet place. The people around are very nice.
I like it from the moment I came here. It is a small
village deep in the mountains and there is so
much green everywhere that you can hardly see
the houses around.
(continuation on p. 2)
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Pedro Walpole awarding the Certificate of Appreciation to
NAPOCOR OIC-Plant Manager Albert O. Antonio and his
team.

(continuation on p. 3)
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VOLUNTEER cont. from p.1
I’m staying in a small hut called Atiyu balay (small
house) located close to the church and the house
of the tribal chieftain Datu Nestor. From my desk,
I can see through the green trees the distant
cloud-covered mountains. It is a nice place to
work. Our hut has two rooms – the first one being
occupied by Ed, the production manager here in
Bendum, who also helps me in understanding the
place. There are also many small creatures living
with us – some of them just visiting.
After few days, I learned the
daily routine here including
the breakfast at 6:30am,
lunch at 12 and dinner at
6:30 pm. We eat together in
Adagi balay (the big house).
The food is quite simple,
consisting mainly of rice or
sweet
potatoes
and
vegetables.
There
are
occasionally small amounts of eggs, fish or meat
(chicken or pork). The nice touch about the meal
here is: everyone gets the same food, from the
smallest child in the first grade to the oldest
teacher or manager.
I am tasked to be the IT Support for the program
of JC:HEM in Bendum, teach in a computer class
for the youth, train a local staff who will take over
my place and develop the Computer Course
Curriculum. My first week was spend mostly
preparing the computer lab, supervising the
carpentry works in the physical set-up of the lab
and setting up the Multipoint Server with 15 work
stations.

students inside are doing. Most of the time, they
use the Wikipedia for research, Paint for their
pleasure and recently, a Math game (Tux Math) to
practice calculations.
All my students are very nice and friendly. For me,
most of the time, it is a pleasure to work with
them. I guess, on the other hand, it is not easy to
work with me. Some of the youths expressed their
problems understanding what I’m trying to teach
them. This may be due to the differences in our
English skills. They are still improving their English
skills and me, being not a native English speaker,
have different pronunciation. But these are the
hurdles that, together, we will have to overcome
in order to achieve our goals. Most of the time,
during my lectures, there is another teacher
around, who translates the most important parts.
I am happy to say that the second big assignment
in the computer class, a powerpoint presentation,
was done very well by the Hulas youth.
My own day starts shortly before 6am and ends
after 9pm. Other than my lab task, I occasionally
take time to update my blog which I’m supposed
to write as Jesuit Volunteer. I am also trying to find
time to do my usual “recreational walking around”
after work.

I started the computer class on the second week
where I have 3 classes: the Hulas youth who are
also taking English course, Grade 6 students of
APC and, recently, APC teachers. The computer
lab is also open to all the elementary school kids.
This group has been created by myself in a kind of
experiment just by inviting them into the lab. I
saw them watching from outside what the other

Damian Glania is a software engineer from Munich, Germany
and a Jesuit Volunteer. He first joined the Jesuit Volunteer
Program last 2009 and was assigned as a teacher in a small
IT college in central India for 6 months .
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APC Family Gathering
By: Lorely Secuya and Jessica Gumba

performed their dances accompanied by tambol
and we gleefully joined in the dance floor. We
ended the night bringing the joy and big smile in
our faces because we had a great and
unforgettable celebration.
NAPOCOR cont. from p.1

The APC teachers and staff gathered in Adagi Balay.

Christmas is the longest holiday break of the year
and we took advantage of that by gathering in
APC Bendum. Regardless of our religious beliefs,
we have gathered to celebrate the presence of
each other and being part of one big family, the
APC family.
The staffs from Manila and Malaybalay travelled
for hours to be in Bendum. The teachers from
extension schools from the neighbouring villages
travelled through the rain riding motorcycles just
to be with us in this celebration. As one family, we
gathered in the dugo of the Adagi Balay to
celebrate. As new members of this family, we
looked forward to meeting the others, especially
the staffs from Manila whom we saw for the first
time. Our visitors from NAPOCOR (National Power
Corporation) also joined in our celebration.
We shared simple yet delicious meals cooked by
Grace Duterte, one of the ESSC staff. ESSC staff
Marzon Limbago and APC-Bendum teacher Sarah
Berdesola served as the masters of ceremony for
Christmas
celebration.
We
had
group
presentations and in our team, we presented a
song written in the local dialect entitled “Nauma
sa Pasko” which means a time for Christmas.
We also played games, spearheaded by APCBendum Teacher James Timbangan, which was
very interesting because it was related to the
history and culture of the Pulangiyen people. We
had “disco” but different from the usual disco that
we observe from the cities. The teachers
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They have done many works in Bendum —
assessing the condition of the micro-hydro
generator, and evaluating the quality of materials
used by previous group of engineers and finally
sorting out the erroneous set-up. NAPOCOR has
been generous in teaching the youth who are
willing to learn how to maintain a micro-hydro
generator. They taught Jason Menaling and one of
the staff on how turn on and off the system, read
and balance the working voltage, frequency and
hz.
Thanks to the NAPOCOR team, the centre has
been having an uninterrupted power supply. The
micro-hydro is essential to the centre, especially to
the students. It provides electricity for the
computer lab and the power tools used in
carpentry classes. It lights up the night for the 37
scholars, assisted by 5 teachers, during their study
period after dinner. The centre no longer uses
kerosene lamps which lessens the risk of fire
accidents. It also diverts the expenses of the
centre from spending for the gasoline of the
generator and focusing more on other needs of
the students and the community.

The powerhouse located in the Ki-asu stream.
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KAAMULAN cont. from p.1
Last December, the Bendum Tribal Council
convened for the Kaamulan for the community,
together with ESSC. The tribal chieftains and
members of other neighbouring communities
also joined. In participating in the discussions, all
gain an understanding of the process which they
can also apply in their respective communities.
The event started with a ritual, led by Datu Nestor
Menaling, to seek guidance from their forefathers
throughout the discourse and give thanks to
Migtanghaga for the creation.

The rituals performed during the Kaamulan.

The Tribal Council led the deliberations on forest
policies,
Nalandangan
(peace
process),
panginabuhian (livelihood), and youth education
among others.
Part of the forest management of the gaup
(ancestral domain) is the establishment of an
agreement that forest resources should only be
used for personal needs such as the construction
of houses. Cutting woods for monetary gains is
not a custom of the community. During the
Kaamulan, the community agreed to strengthen
their implementation on the proper use of forest
resources. With the reports of unlawful cutting of
trees from outside, the community members
agreed to be more vigilant.
The members’ desire for peace was realized with
the establishment of the “No Arm Policy” within
the community few years ago. This has been
effectively implemented and is respected by both
the military and the rebel groups.
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The importance of nalandangan was reiterated
and the community members were reminded to
continue being firm on their stand in keeping their
community peaceful.
The challenges that the community are facing right
now regarding the youth are different from what
they had 20 years ago. Global modernization has
impacted the youth in Bendum, which could
threaten the continuity of the community’s way of
life. Some form of technologies and media
influence the youth’s way of thinking and
interests. To counteract this, a
decision was
made to further strengthen youth involvement in
the management of the ancestral domain
particularly in agroforestry and livelihood. Along
with this is the agreement for a stronger and
better production and trade of abaca (manila
hemp), which is one of the main cash crops of the
Pulangiyen people. With this, it is hope that the
youth will have a deeper understanding of the
ardor of their ancestor who depended upon land
and to continue the relationship with the land that
their forefathers have fostered.
The Kaamulan celebration ended with high hopes
in the hearts of the people in the community.
Challenges are inevitable. But such challenges also
draws the community members closer together
and work together for the betterment of their
future as Pulangiyen people.

Pulangiyen families gathered together for the
celebration of Kaamulan.
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